
HOUSE No. 781

Office of the Sergeant-at-Arms

To Hon. ChanningH. Cox, Speaker, House of Representatives,

DkarSir:-—On June 1, 1916, the following order was
passed by the House of Representatives:

Ordered, That the sergeant-at-arms is hereby directed to engage
expert professional talent with a view to remedying the acoustic defects
of the chamber of the House of Representatives; and that he be author-
ized to expend such sum of money as may be necessary, subject to the
approval of the Governor and Council.

In accordance with the above order, I wrote to Prof.
Wallace C. Sabine of Boston asking for a conference, and
received a reply from his secretary, stating that Professor
Sabine was in Europe, and would not return until February,
1917, and that he had left instructions for all letters in re-
gard to architectural acoustics to be referred to Mr. Clifford
M. Swan, who was for several years associated with him.

I therefore communicated with Mr. Swan and arranged
for a conference. We went over the matter very thoroughly
and he made a careful study of the problem and has sub-
mitted a final report, which is attached herewith.

With his report as a basis, I also present a letter from the
H. W. Johns-Manville Company of Boston, with reference to
the cost of the acoustical treatment suggested in the report.
They estimate $7,300, subject to withdrawal of their esti-
mate, owing to unsettled market conditions for raw materials
and labor.

I respectfully call your attention to certain parts of Mr.
Swan’s letter: -—•

Cjjc Commontocalt!) of Q^assadbusettg.

The acoustics of the House is, as a whole, considerably better than
m the majority of auditoriums of this size, owing largely to the large
amount of upholstered furniture and heavy carpets and hangings, as
well as to the considerable extent of wood trim.
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Referring to the chief difficulty in large auditoriums,
reverberation, he says:

This condition is diminished the more rapidly the sound is absorbed,
and consequently is much less apparent in a room containing heavy
furnishings or a large number of people. In a very high room, however,
the distribution of people and furnishings over the floor and lower por-
tions of the auditorium is not sufficient to offset the effect of the large
extent of hard surfaces comprising the ceiling and upper walls, so that
a certain amount of reverberation is bound to exist, which may or may
not be annoying, depending on the purpose for which the room is used.

He therefore concludes that a large portion of the sound
which is now reflected from the upper surfaces of the cham-
ber should be absorbed in that portion of the room. With
this in view, he recommends that the treatment should be
applied to the 5 panels on the wall behind the Speaker, to
the wall panels above the side galleries, and to the 114 panels
of the ceiling, and to the cove immediately below the sky-
light. An examination of the room from this viewpoint
means an entire refinishing and redecorating of the chamber,
which was beautifully decorated by Mr. Frank Hill Smith,
when the room was constructed.

In his last paragraph, Mr. Swan says:

The treatment which I have above indicated will be sufficient to
reduce the slightly excessive amount of reverberation noiv noticed; that
the impossible is not to be expected, and it must be remembered that
members sitting some distance in the rear of the speaker can never
hear equally as well as persons sitting in front.

I have studied this report very carefully and it seems to
me that Mr. Swan considers the acoustics good now, and
further that there is a question in his mind as to whether
the improvement he could make, by reducing the slightly
excessive amount of reverberation now noticed, would justify
the expenditure of the money that would be required to carry
it out.

In this opinion, I concur.

Respectfully submitted,

THOMAS F. PEDRICK,
Sergeant-at-Arms.
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Dec. 15, 1916.

Mr. Thomas F. Pedrick, Sergeant-at-Arms, State House, Boston.
Dear Sir : I have been delayed in sending my final report to you

on the acoustics of the House of Representatives, owing partly to my
absence from this city and partly to the difficulty in obtaining all of
the measurements of the room which I desired. I have finally succeeded,
however, in getting the necessary information, and have the following
report to make:

The acoustics of the House is, as a whole, considerably better than
in the majority of auditoriums of this size, owing largely to the large
amount of upholstered furniture and heavy carpets and hangings, as
well as to the considerable extent of wood trim. The requirements for
such a chamber, however, are rather more exacting than for an audi-
torium where all of the speaking is done from a rostrum located at a
single fixed point, inasmuch as in this chamber speaking must be done
from all points on the floor and must be heard by all persons present,
no matter how located with regard to the person speaking.

The chief difficulty experienced in large auditoriums is that known
technically as “reverberation.” Such a condition arises when the
surfaces composing the interior of an auditorium are so hard and little
absorptive of sound as to cause a large percentage of the sound energy
to be reflected. In such a room, a sound once produced will be reflected
many times from surface to surface before its energy is finally dissipated
and the sound becomes inaudible. This causes a prolongation of every
sound several seconds after the original source has ceased. Conse-
quently, if one attempts to talk in such a room, the rapid succession of
syllables will produce sounds which overlap and are blurred, rendering
distinct understanding of the speech very difficult. This condition is
diminished the more rapidly the sound is absorbed, and consequently
is much less apparent in a room containing heavy furnishings or a
large number of people. In a very high room, however, the distribu-
tion of people and furnishings over the floor and lower portions of the
auditorium is not sufficient to offset the effect of the large extent o
hard surfaces comprising the ceiling and upper walls, so that a certain
amount of reverberation is bound to exist, which may or may not be
annoying, depending on the purpose for which the room is used.

As already noted, on account of the unusual requirements for an
auditorium of the character of the one under consideration, an excep-tional condition of quiet must be produced. This means that a large
portion of the sound which is now reflected from the upper surfaces of
the chamber should be absorbed in that portion of the room, so as to
prevent multiple reflection from surface to surface, and thus diminish
the amount of sound energy accumulated within the room.

On account of the architectural and decorative treatment of the
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walls and ceiling, the problem of how best to introduce such an absorp-
tive treatment is not a simple one. A careful study of the room indi-
cates, however, that the following surfaces are best adapted for acous-
tical treatment, in an amount adequate to solve the present difficulties.
I would recommend that a heavy felt, 1 inch in thickness, be applied
to all of the 5 panels on the wall behind the Speaker, as well as to the
wall panels above the side galleries, and to the 114 panels of the ceiling
and to the cove immediately below the skylight. There are two grades
of felt on the market which are both cleanly and durable, and have a
sufficient degree of sound absorbing power to fulfill the function. These
felts are a jute material known as Saddlers’ felt, manufactured by the
American Felt Company, and a special hair felt known as Akoustikos
felt manufactured by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company.

After the felt is applied to the surfaces indicated, it shouldbe covered
with a membrane of some porous fabric stretched perfectly smooth
across the surface in such a way as to present a finished decorative
appearance. It is desirable that the covering fabric should not be
sized or painted, as this detracts in a large measure from the absorbing
power of the treatment, but it is possible to use any figured uphol-
sterer’s material or even a plain cotton membrane dyed to the desired
shade. The H. W. Johns-Manville Company has had a large amount
of experience in erecting work of this character, and their Boston office
will, I am sure, be very glad to give you any assistance possible in
obtaining estimates as to the cost of such work.

The treatment which I have above indicated will be sufficient to
reduce the slightly excessive amount of reverberation now noticed, to a
comfortable degree, and the acoustics of the chamber will be rendered
as good as is physically possible in such an auditorium. Of course,
the impossible is not to be expected, and it must be remembered that
members sitting some distance in the rear of the Speaker can never
hear equally as well as persons sitting in front. A reduction in the
present amount of reverberation, however, will improve conditions
even for persons situated in such locations.

Very truly yours,
Clifford M. Swan.
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Boston, Mass., Jan. 12, 1917.

Mr. Thomas F. Pedrick, Sergeant-at-Arms, State House, Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir: Confirming conversation in your office recently, with

reference to the acoustical treatment suggested in report of Mr. C. M.
Swan, addressed to you, under date of Dec. 15,1916,•—•

At your request, we have carefully considered Mr. Swan’s recom-
mendations, and have prepared an estimate of cost for furnishing and
applying Akoustikos felt.

Bearing in mind that you wish to have the completed acoustical
treatment installation present the same general appearance as the
present decorations, we have based our figures upon the understanding
that the membrane covering over our Akoustikos felt will be finished
by our decorator as nearly as possible like the present decorations.

You mentioned that the House would undoubtedly be in session
this summer up to late in August. Naturally, we are not in a position
to predict the labor conditions and labor costs as far ahead as Septem-
ber, 1917, so we are obliged to quote, based upon to-day’s market prices
for materials and labor.

A complete installation, we to furnish the necessary scaffolding,
acoustical treatment, and decorations, would require an appropriation
of $7,300.

As explained to you verbally, you will understand that quite an
appreciable deduction from this figure can be made if less elaborate
decorations were to be considered. 1

Owing to unsettled market conditions for raw material and labor,
we are obliged to limit this quotation to acceptance within thirty (30)
days from date, after which time we must reserve the right to with-
draw this estimate without further notice.

Thank you for the opportunity of quoting, we shall be glad indeed
to confer with you further on the problem at any time you desire more
detailed information.

Yours very truly,
H. W. Johns-Manville Company op Massachusett:

E. R. Potter, Manager, Acoustical Department.








